SAFE* • HARD-WORKING • MINTY SCENT

AUNT FANNIE'S

ALL-PURPOSE PEST REMEDY!

EFFECTIVE AGAINST ANTS & ROACHES

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
Peppermint Oil ..........................................
Rosemary Oil .............................................
OTHER INGREDIENTS** ..............................
TOTAL ........................................................

**Water, Soap, Glycerin

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

SAFETY INFORMATION

NET CONTENTS: 16.9 fl oz (500 ml)
PEOPLE FRIENDLY.* PEST UNFRIENDLY. POWERED BY ESSENTIAL OILS, THIS IS EFFECTIVE AGAINST ANTS AND ROACHES. DESIGNED TO BE SAFE* FOR USE AROUND KIDS AND FUR BABIES LIKE CATS AND DOGS.

RESIDENTIAL USE
NON-STAINING FORMULA
NON-AEROSOL FORMULA

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: SHAKE WELL BEFORE EACH USE. SPRAY DIRECTLY ON PEST AS NECESSARY. EFFECTIVE AGAINST ANTS AND ROACHES, YET SAFE* FOR USE NEAR YOUR LOVED ONES. PERFECTLY OK FOR USE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE. DO NOT USE NEAR BIRDS, FISH, SNakes OR PLANTS.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL: STORE IN A COOL, DRY PLACE. OUR PRODUCTS MAY LOOK CLOUDY OR HAZY OVER TIME AND THAT’S OK. DO NOT REUSE OR RECAP THIS CONTAINER. RECYCLE IF AVAILABLE OR DISPOSE IN TRASH.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS: MAY CAUSE AN ALLERGIC SKIN REACTION. AVOID BREATHING SPRAY. AFTER USE, WASH WITH PLENTY OF SOAP AND WATER. IF SKIN IRRITATION OCCURS, DISCONTINUE USE AND GET MEDICAL ADVICE.

THIS PRODUCT HAS NOT BEEN REGISTERED BY THE US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. AUNT FANNIE INC. REPRESENTS THAT THIS PRODUCT QUALIFIES FOR EXEMPTION FROM REGISTRATION UNDER FIFRA SECTION 25(b).

*WHEN USED AS DIRECTED.

DISTRIBUTED BY:
AUNT FANNIE, INC.
724 NO. 28TH AVE.
PORTLAND, OR 97232
888-316-4182
MADE IN THE USA
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